
QUAR: INFERNAL MACHINES is a single player 
turn-based VR compatible strategic experience set in 
the Grimmsical world of Alwyd. For the last 700 years 
the Quar have been waging The Long War to a bloody 
stalemate that has decimated their world. But the 
balance of power is shifting and Alykinder's Crusade is 
attempting to end the war by conquering all the Quar 
nations. Play through more than a dozen missions with 
a bird’s eye view or go down onto the battlefield to be 
immersed in the action. The game takes place inside a 
fully 3d command bunker. The player can walk around 
this bunker, inspect trophies on the walls and observe 
the game table. The game table may be in several 
states: The Base View/Main Hub, Unit Selection and 
Game Map modes.  Can you lead your Quar to victory?
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Based on the award winning Table Top Game system 
"This Quar's War" by http://zombiesmith.com

Turn-based VR Combat!

Over 15 hours of unique game play.

More than 14 levels in which to fight for the Crusader 
cause! From lonely outposts in the woods, to trenches, 
to the dead of night and finally culminating in an epic 
battle!

18 different friendly and enemy units! From infantry to 
cavalry and armored tractors to snipers and heavy-au-
tomatic shotguns!

Get up close and walk around the game units "life size" 
in the Quarpedia. Learn about their historical uses, 
stats and in-game abilities.

Listen to and read the letters of a Quar soldier on the 
front lines to his young cousin back home.
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